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Mobile Electrical Engineer
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Company: Options Resourcing Ltd

Location: Edinburgh

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Job title: Mobile Electrical Engineer

Location: Edinburgh

Terms: Permanent contract - working hours are (08:00am - 05:00pm) Full time Monday to

Friday 

Salary/rate: Salary is paying £41,000 depending on qualifications and experience. 

Requirements: Qualifications needed consist of the below.

* Electrically qualified (C&G or NVQ Level 3)

* 18th Edition 

About the company I am working with a leading facilities maintenance company growing

rapidly who operate in the Building Services Industry, offering great careers for

progression. Our client has roughly 500 clients that they work closely with meaning loads of

new opportunities coming up and room for progression within. They value loyal candidates and

offer beneficial training courses/programs to people who they believe will thrive whilst under

there guidance. 90% of their company are good employees.
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About the role:

We are looking to take on board a strong Mobile Engineer to work on a portfolio of commercial

building in Edinburgh. They are looking for a reliable mechanical engineer to contribute to the

team and company, reporting to the site supervisor of the sites. 

Responsibilities: * Ensure all works are delivered in guidance of the legislation and

contractual obligations Utilise CAFM/PDA technology for real time job updates and provide

detailed/comprehensive reports on works delivered. 

* To respond in a prompt and effective manner to all reactive maintenance issues and help

desk requests associated with the heating and ventilation systems, pumps, water tanks,

valves, pipe work and associated mechanical systems or items to respond to call outs and

cover breakdowns and emergencies associated with the mechanical services aspects of

the contract as required.

* Edinburgh predominately however covering whole of Scotland with overnight stay

occasionally.

Candidate requirements:

* The ideal candidate is client facing (job activities that involve direct interaction or contact

with a client or customer)

* The ideal candidate has bundles of experience working as an electrical engineer and within

the facilities maintenance industry. 

* Strong building services background

* At least three years' experience in a maintenance role

Contact us to apply.

If this role sounds of interest and please don't hesitate to drop me a call on - (phone number

removed) or alternatively drop me an email on - (url removed)
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